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ABSTRACT: The physical processes which occur during an earthquake exhibit several coupled phenomena as large variations of stress, pore pressure and temperature take place in the slip zone. Thermo-poro-mechanical couplings due to shear heating can be associated to phase transition such as vaporization of the pore fluid, melting of fault gouge and to chemical effects such as dehydration of minerals or decarbonation of calcite. Different competing effects may influence dynamic slip and affect the weakening of the shear stress. In this paper, we show how thermal pressurization of the pore fluid and thermal decomposition of minerals induced by shear heating limit the co-seismic temperature rise which may explain the lack of pronounced heat outflow, and the lack of shallow frictional melting, along major tectonic faults.

1 INTRODUCTION

During the rupture of a fault, an earthquake occurs because the frictional resistance to slip on the fault walls decreases with increasing slip, causing an acceleration of sliding. To quantify the energy dissipated by an earthquake and assess the hazard of future ruptures, it is critical to understand the mechanics of slip weakening, i.e. how and how much fault friction drops in due course of the rupture.

The physical processes which occur during an earthquake exhibit many coupled phenomena as large variations of stress, pore pressure and temperature take place in the material. Thermo-poro-mechanical couplings due to shear heating (Rice 2006) can be associated to phase transition such as vaporization of the pore fluid at shallow depth (Sulem et al., 2007), melting of the rock at seismogenic depth (Boullier et al., 2001, Otsuki et al., 2003), and to chemical effects such as dehydration of minerals (Brantut et al. 2008, 2010) or decomposition of carbonates (Sulem and Famin, 2009). Different competing effects may counter balance one another depending on the kinetics of the various physical processes.

2 MECHANISMS OF FAULT WEAKENING

2.1 Shear localization in faults

Field observations of mature faults, i.e. faults that have experienced a large slip, show a generally broad zone of damaged rock, but nevertheless suggest that shear in individual earthquakes occur in very narrow localized zones of few millimeters thick or even less.

For example, during the drilling of Aigion Fault in the southern shore of the Gulf of Corinth, Greece, (Cornet et al, 2004a,b), the fault was intercepted at depth 760m, dipping at an angle of about 60°. The heart of the fault was found to be a 1m-thick band made of clay-rich material. Inside the clayey core, a clear shearing surface with marked slip lines is visi-
mable on a plane that makes a 68° angle with respect to the core axis (Sulem, 2007). This failure surface was not induced by the coring and extraction process but is indeed a slip plane as clear striation is observed at the interface (Fig. 1). Such an image clearly shows that the so-called failure plane is in reality a thin band of rapidly deforming material whereas the surrounding rock is moving, at least in the first stage of the process, as a rigid body. As the fault slip zones are very thin, thermal effects during rapid slip may be of primary importance. Fault zones exhibit commonly the presence of fluid interacting with the rock and thus coupled effects including shear heating, pore fluid pressurization, thermal mineral decomposition, should be taken into account in the understanding of fault weakening process.

2.2 The heat flow paradox

When an earthquake occurs, elastic strain energy is converted into radiated energy, i.e. the energy radiated by seismic waves, fracture energy, i.e. the energy associated with expanding the rupture area over the fault zone and frictional energy, i.e. energy required to overcome fault friction. It is generally estimated that more than 90% of the frictional work is converted into heat (Cocco et al., 2006).

Considering the extreme thinness of the slip zone (<1-5mm) as mentioned above and assuming that the shear strength along a fault may be represented by a Coulomb friction law with friction coefficients of rocks relatively high (~0.6-0.85), one should observe measurable heat outflow near major faults and extensive melting along exhumed faults. However, these effects are generally not found. The actual strength of San Andrea fault has been debated for more than 35 years because heat flow measurements did not show a narrow heat flow anomaly centered on the fault that would be expected from a conductive model of generated heat (Lachenbruch and Sass, 1988, Scholz, 2006). Two main lines of explanation, as summarized by Rice et al. (2009), have been explored to explain this paradox. The first one assumes that mature faults are weak either because the fault core material is different from the host rock and has a much lower friction coefficient due to the presence of clay or talc or because the pore pressure is high and nearly lithostatic. The other alternative is that major faults are statically strong but dynamically weaken during seismic slip. What physical process governs this dynamic weakening is still an open question.

2.3 Dynamic weakening mechanisms

As emphasized above, the slip zones are of extreme thinness and consequently it is expected that thermal weakening mechanisms are of major importance.

2.3.1 Thermal weakening of the friction coefficient

Flash heating and shear weakening of frictional micro-asperity contacts is a mechanism that has been first proposed for dry metal friction and recently applied to rock friction by Rice, 2006, Beeler et al., 2008, Noda et al. 2009. From the microscopic point of view, the contact between two rough surfaces is effective on micro-asperities with an area which is much smaller than the nominal contact area. The stresses supported by these asperities are much higher than the macroscopic applied stresses so that the local rate of heat production and consequently the local temperature rise during sliding is large and maybe sufficient to activate thermal weakening of the contacts.

Other mechanisms are related to the lubrication of the contact zone with the formation of silica gels (Di Toro et al., 2004). This mechanism is only possible at large slip in wet silica-rich fault zones. The formation of a molten layer along the sliding interface also lubricates the contact zone and reduces the friction resistance. Field observations reveal the presence of veins of pseudotachylytes (solidified friction-induced melts) (e.g. Boullier et al., 2001, Otsuki et al., 2003, Di Toro et al. 2005, 2006). However, onset of macroscopic melting can only occur deep in the fault zone at seismogenic depth and pseudotachylytes are relatively rare. Whether this scarcity of melt products is due to the fact that conditions for the onset of macroscopic melting do not generally occur or to the fact that they are not preserved is still an open debate. As discussed below, other mechanisms such as thermal pore fluid pressurization and thermal decomposition of minerals can limit the temperature rise and prevent melting to occur.

2.3.2 Thermal pore fluid pressurization

Fluid pressurization under shear heating is a mechanism of thermal softening. The principle of slip weakening by thermal pressurization is based on the fact that pore fluids trapped inside the fault zone are put under pressure by shear heating, thus inducing a reduction of the effective mean stress, and of the shearing resistance of the fault plane (Lachenbruch, 1980, Mase and Smith, 1985, Rice, 2006, Sulem et al., 2005, 2007, Ghabezloo and Sulem, 2009). This mechanism has also been suggested for weakening in catastrophic landslides (Habib, 1967, 1975, Anderson, 1980, Voigt and Faust, 1982, Vardoulakis, 2002, Veveakis et al., 2007). The presence of clay material in fault zones also affects thermal pressurization as possible collapse of the clay under thermal loading may activate fluid pressurization (Sulem et al., 2004, 2005, 2007).

The values of the undrained thermal pressurization coefficient $\Lambda$, defined as the pore pressure increase due to a unit temperature increase in undrained condition, is largely dependent upon the nature of the material, the state of stress, the range of
temperature change and the induced damage. In the literature we can find values that differ of two orders of magnitude: In Campanella and Mitchell (1968), different values are found from 0.01MPa/°C for clay to 0.05MPa/°C for sandstone. Palciauskas and Domenico (1982) estimate a value of 0.59MPa/°C for Kayenta sandstone. On the basis of Sultan (1997) experimental data on Boom clay, Vardoulakis (2002) estimates this coefficient as 0.06MPa/°C. For a clayey fault gouge extracted at a depth of 760m in Aigion fault in the Gulf of Corinth (Greece), the value obtained by Sulem et al. (2004) is 0.1MPa/°C and for intact rock at great depth, the value given by Lachenbruch (1980) is 1.5MPa/°C. For a mature fault at mid-seismogenic depth (7km) at normal stress of 196MPa, ambient pore pressure of 70MPa, and ambient temperature of 210°C, Rice (2006) estimates this coefficient as 0.92MPa/°C in case of intact fault walls and 0.31MPa/°C in case of damage fault wall. On the basis of an experimental study on a sandstone, Ghabezloo and Sulem (2009) have emphasized the importance of pressure-dependent compressibility of rocks and pressure and temperature dependent compressibility of pore water on thermal pressurization and have found values between 0.02 and 0.7MPa/°C.

If for simplicity one assumes that the pressurization coefficient Λ does not change with temperature and pore pressure, an analytical solution can be obtained for the evolution of the temperature and of the pore pressure in an infinite long shear band under uniform shear for no heat and fluid transfer (Sulem et al., 2005, Rice, 2006). This undrained adiabatic limit is applicable as soon as the slip event is sufficiently rapid considering the low permeability and thermal diffusivity of fault materials. This solution shows that the pore-pressure increases with the slip displacement from its initial hydrostatic value \( P_0 \) towards its geostatic limit \( \sigma_n \) (normal stress acting on the shear band), which corresponds to full fluidization. The corresponding temperature rise is simply obtained by dividing the pore pressure rise \( \sigma_n - P_0 \) by the undrained pressurization coefficient Λ. For example, if one considers a fault at 7km depth with an initial hydrostatic pore pressure at 70MPa, a geostatic stress at 180MPa, an initial temperature at 210°C and an undrained pressurization coefficient comprised between 0.1 and 1MPa/°C, the temperature rise obtained is between 110 and 1100°C. This temperature rise must be seen as a lower bound because, as discussed by Rice (2006), the adiabatic and undrained solution appears to be unstable for localization so that the deformation actually localizes in very narrow zones with thickness between few millimeters and few tens of millimeters as observed in mature fault zones. Another idealized situation is met if one assumes that the strain localization zone is infinitely small. This situation corresponds to the model of slip on a plane for which an analytical solution has been proposed by Rice (2006). The solution of slip on a plane gives an upper bound for the temperature field and the maximum temperature rise is obtained as \( 1 + \left(\frac{\alpha_n}{\alpha_h}\right)\left(\frac{\sigma_n - P_0}{\Lambda}\right) \) where \( \alpha_n \) is the hydraulic diffusivity and \( \alpha_h \) is the thermal diffusivity of the medium. For the above example, with \( \alpha_h = 1 \text{ to } 10 \text{ mm}^2 / \text{s} \) and \( \alpha_n = 1 \text{ mm}^2 / \text{s} \), and taking for the undrained pressurization coefficient Λ an average value of 0.5MPa/°C, the temperature rise obtained is between 692 and 1440°C. These simple analytical solutions show that the temperature rise which occurs during a rapid slip event may easily reach the temperature limit for the onset of mineral decomposition. This will be discussed in the next section.

2.3.3 Thermal decomposition of minerals

Frictional heat released in a fault zone during seismic slip may induce chemical reactions. Thermal decomposition of minerals for large increase of temperature is potentially a major source of fluid release in the system which may enhance the generation of additional pore pressure excess.

Field evidences that such reactions may take place during an earthquake have been reported in several recent studies. The Taiwan Chelungpu-fault Drilling Project (TCDP) undertaken in 2002 to investigate the faulting mechanism of the 1999 Taiwan Chi-Chi earthquake allowed to recover core samples inside the active fault-zones within the Chelungpu fault. The analysis of these cores showed that the fault core was depleted in carbon relative to the damage zone, and the depletion was attributed to a decomposition of carbonates induced by frictional heat (Hirono et al., 2006a; Hirono et al., 2007, Famin et al. 2008). Hirono et al. (2006b) have also measured a higher magnetic susceptibility and a lower density inside the fault core than outside. This high magnetic susceptibility which is degree to which a material can be magnetised by an external magnetic field can be attributed to the decomposition of siderite (FeCO\(_3\)) into magnetite (Fe\(_3\)O\(_4\)) with degassing of CO\(_2\). Dehydration of hydrous clay minerals during seismic slip have also been reported by Hirono et al. (2008). These authors have observed that the fault core is relatively low in kaolinite and smectite contents as compared to the surrounding zones. This is attributed to the dehydration of interlayer (adsorbed) water (above 200°C) and the dehydroxylation (dehydration of structural water) of kaolinite (above 550°C) and smectite (illitization of smectite above 400°C).

Such reactions of decarbonation of calcite and dehydration of clay minerals have been reproduced experimentally during high velocity friction experiments (Han et al. 2007, Brantut et al. 2008).
2.3.4 CO$_2$ degassing during seismic slip

There is evidence of CO$_2$ release in several active crustal faults. In addition to the relatively low content in inorganic carbon (mainly calcite) in fault core as mentioned above, other field evidences have been reported. In the Corinth rift (Greece) for example, chemical analyzes of water springs near the seismogenic Heliki and Aegion faults revealed an anomalously high content of dissolved CO$_2$ compared with the regional values (Pizzino et al. 2004). The surface trace of the San Andreas fault also displays a positive anomaly of CO$_2$ fluxes (Lewicki and Brantley, 2000), and this CO$_2$ comes from a shallow source, not from the mantle (Lewicki et al., 2003). Moreover, there is growing evidence that CO$_2$ release coincides with seismic slip in crustal faults, active and/or exhumed. Sato and Takahashi (1997) also reported that the HCO$_3^-$ concentration increased by 30 wt% in springs located near the Nojima fault (Japan) immediately after the 1995 Kobe earthquake. This carbon discharge, together with other coseismic geochemical anomalies, decreased gradually to normal values in the following ten months. A microinfrared analysis of exhumed pseudotachylites (i.e., friction induced melts produced by seismic slip) from the Nojima fault revealed a carbon supersaturation in the melts, and the quantity of CO$_2$ released by friction melting during the 1995 Kobe earthquake was evaluated to 1.8 to 3.4 $10^3$ tons (Famin et al. 2008). These authors emphasize that the carbon had a biogenic isotopic signature both in springs and in the fault rocks, and did not correspond to carbon dioxide degassing from the mantle (Ueda et al., 1999; Arai et al., 2001; Arai et al., 2003; Lin et al., 2003). The CO$_2$ of the Nojima fault might thus be attributed to the decomposition of biogenic carbonates. In the Central Apennines, Italiano et al., (2008) also reported enhanced fluxes of crustal CO$_2$ (i.e., not mantellic) during the 1997-1998 seismic crisis of major faults, and proposed that coseismic decarbonation was responsible for the CO$_2$ emission.

This production of fluid which enhances the increase of pore fluid pressure is in competition with the change of porosity related to the reduction of solid volume induced by the mineral decomposition. Obviously the competing effects of temperature rise (due to shear heating), thermal fluid pressurization, mineral decomposition and porosity/permeability increase induce strong non-linearities in the problem of pore pressure and temperature evolution of a rapidly sheared fault zone. The kinetics of the chemical reaction of mineral decomposition is also a major factor that competes with heat and fluid diffusion processes. The endothermic character of the chemical reaction plays also a major role in the energy balance of the system as a large part of the frictional heat is consumed into the mineral decomposition (Hamada et al. 2009). As shown by Sulem and Famin (2009) and Brantut et al (2010), these chemical reactions which are thermally activated limit the temperature increase which tends to stabilize to a value slightly higher than the temperature of onset of the reaction.

3 THERMO-HYDRO-MECHANICAL MODELING OF RAPID SLIP IN CARBONATE ROCKS

3.1 Kinetics of thermal decomposition of calcite

We focus here on the kinetics of chemical decomposition of calcite (decarbonation) because carbonates are present in every fault zones from the ductile-brittle transition (~15 km) to the subsurface, and because, as mentioned above, there is evidence of CO$_2$ release in several active crustal faults.

The rate of emitted CO$_2$ is evaluated using the kinetics of the chemical reaction of calcite thermal decomposition:

$$\text{CaCO}_3 \rightarrow \text{CaO} + \text{CO}_2 \tag{1}$$

The reacted fraction, $\alpha$ (0 $\leq$ $\alpha$ $\leq$ 1; $\alpha$ = 1 if the entire substance is reacted) is expressed by the Arrhenius equation (L’vov 2002):

$$\frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial t} = f(\alpha)\exp\left(-\frac{E_a}{RT}\right) \tag{2}$$

where $f(\alpha)$ is a kinetic function determined by the reaction mechanism, $A$ is a constant (pre-exponential term of the Arrhenius law), $E_a$ is the activation energy of the reaction, $R$ is the gas constant (8.31447JK-1mol-1). In the following we will take the values corresponding to CaCO3 mixed with silica: $E_a = 319000$Jmol$^{-1}$, $A = 2.95 \times 10^{15}$s$^{-1}$ (Dolim- more et al., 1996). For thermal decomposition of calcite the kinetic function given by Criado et al. (1995) is $f(\alpha) = (1-\alpha)^{2/3}$.

3.2 Position of the problem

Considering that the length scales in the direction parallel to the fault over which the thermo-poro-mechanical fields vary are much larger than in the direction normal to it, we analyse here a 1D problem. We consider a rapidly deforming and infinitely long shear band of thickness $h$ consisting of fluid-saturated material. This shear band begins to undergo slip $\delta$ at a time $t = 0$ with an imposed overall slip-rate $V$ in the x-direction, as shown in figure 1. Inside such a shear-band the pore pressure $P_p$, the temperature $T$, and the velocity $v$ are assumed to be functions only of time $t$ and of the position $z$ in the direction normal to the band (Fig. 2).

For the pore pressure and temperature range considered here for which the decarbonatation of CO$_2$ is active ($T \geq 700^\circ$C and $P_p \geq 70$MPa), water and carbon dioxide are in supercritical state. They are miscible and their compressibility, viscosity, density and...
thermal expansion coefficient are nearly equal. Thus, for simplicity, it is assumed that the porous space is saturated with a unique fluid, with the thermodynamic properties of water.

\[ P = \rho \beta \frac{\partial T}{\partial T} + \frac{1}{\rho} \left( \frac{\partial m_d}{\partial T} - \frac{1}{n} \frac{\partial n_d}{\partial T} \right) \]  
\[ \frac{\partial P_f}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\eta_f} \frac{\partial q_f}{\partial z} + \Lambda + \frac{1}{\rho_f} \frac{\partial m_d}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{n} \frac{\partial n_d}{\partial t} \]

In the above equation,
- \( \rho_f \) is the density of the saturating fluid;
- \( \beta \) is the (elastic) volumetric pore fluid storage coefficient: \( \beta = n(\beta_f + \beta_n) \) where \( n \) is the pore volume fraction (Lagrangian porosity), \( \beta_f = \frac{1}{\rho_f} \left( \frac{\partial \rho_f}{\partial P_f} \right) \) is the pore fluid compressibility and \( \beta_n = \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{\partial m}{\partial P_f} \right) \) is the pore volume compressibility;
- \( q_f \) is the fluid mass flux and is evaluated assuming Darcy’s law for fluid flow with viscosity \( \eta_f \) through a material with permeability \( k_f : q_f = \frac{\rho_f}{\eta_f} k_f \frac{\partial P_f}{\partial z} \);
- \( \lambda_f - \lambda_n \) is the undrained thermo-elastic pressurization coefficient (Rice, 2006), where \( \lambda_f = -\frac{1}{\rho_f} \left( \frac{\partial P_f}{\partial T} \right) \) is the pore fluid thermal expansion coefficient and \( \lambda_n = \frac{1}{n} \left( \frac{\partial m}{\partial T} \right) \) is the thermal expansion coefficient of the pore volume, which is equal to the thermal expansion coefficient of the solid fraction for thermo-poro-elastic materials;
- \( m_d \) is the mass per unit volume of the fluid released in the system by mineral decomposition; Using the kinetic function for the considered chemical reaction (equation (2)) the rate of the released fluid is simply given by:
\[ \frac{\partial m_d}{\partial t} = (m_0 - m_d) \frac{\partial \alpha}{\partial t} \]

where \( m_0 = \chi \rho_{CaCO_3}(1 - n_0) \) is the total mass of calcite that can be decomposed, \( n_0 \) is the initial porosity, and \( \chi \) is the ratio between the molar mass \( M_{CO_2} \) of \( CO_2 \) (44g/mol) and the molar mass \( M_{CaCO_3} \) of calcite (100g/mol).

\[ \frac{\partial n_d}{\partial t} = \frac{1}{\rho_{CaCO_3}} \frac{\partial m_{CaCO_3}}{\partial t} - \frac{1}{\rho_{CaO}} \frac{\partial m_{CaO}}{\partial t} = \xi \frac{\partial m_d}{\partial t} \]

with \( \xi = \frac{1}{\rho_{CaCO_3}} \frac{M_{CaCO_3}}{M_{CO_2}} - \frac{1}{\rho_{CaO}} \frac{M_{CaO}}{M_{CaO}} \) where \( \rho_{CaCO_3} \) (resp. \( \rho_{CaO} \)) and \( M_{CaCO_3} \) (resp. \( M_{CaO} \)) are the density and the molar mass of CaCO₃ (resp. CaO).

3.3.2 Energy conservation
Let \( E_F \) be the rate of frictional heat produced during slip and \( E_C \) the rate of heat used in the endothermic thermal decomposition. The equation of conservation of energy is expressed as
\[ \rho c_P \frac{\partial T}{\partial t} = E_F - E_C - \frac{\partial q_h}{\partial z} \]

where \( \rho c_P \) is the specific heat per unit volume of the fault material in its reference state and \( q_h \) is the heat flux. It is assumed that all the plastic work is con-
verted into heat and thus \( E_F = \tau \frac{\partial v}{\partial z} \). On the other hand, the rate of heat used in the chemical reaction can be expressed from the enthalpy change of the reaction and the rate of reacted fraction as

\[
E_C = \Delta H_T^0 \frac{\partial m_d}{\partial t}. 
\]

The heat flux is related to the temperature gradient by Fourier’s law, \( q_h = -k_T \frac{\partial T}{\partial z} \)

where \( k_T \) is the thermal conductivity of the saturated material. In equation (6) it is assumed that all heat flux is due to heat conduction neglecting heat convection by the moving hot fluid. This assumption is justified by the low pore fluid fraction and the low permeability of fault gouges (Lee and Delaney, 1987). However, this assumption should be relaxed in case of a seismically-induced high permeability in the wall rocks of the fault.

### 3.3.3 Momentum balance

The 1D-momentum balance equation reads as

\[
\frac{\partial \tau}{\partial z} = \rho \frac{\partial v}{\partial t} \tag{7}
\]

As discussed by Rice (2006), the effect of even large accelerations like several times the acceleration of the gravity \( g \) is insignificant over the small length scales in the \( z \)-direction normal to the fault where the heat and fluid diffusion process are taking place during rapid slip and very high values of pressure and temperature gradients. For example, assuming an acceleration of 10\( g \) and a specific mass of the material of 2500 kg/m\(^3\) would result in a change of 2.5\times10\(^{-2}\)MPa/m for \( \tau \). The relevant length scale in \( z \)-direction is only few cm and thus the variation for \( \tau \) can be neglected and mechanical equilibrium can be assumed:

\[
\frac{\partial \tau}{\partial z} = 0 \tag{8}
\]

Consequently, as the shear stress is constant in space, the Coulomb friction law cannot be assumed to be met in all deforming regions unless the pore pressure is also constant in space as it is the case in the undrained adiabatic limit. It is thus assumed that the frictional resistance is proportional to the mean effective stress inside the band:

\[
\tau(t) = f \left( \sigma_n - \frac{1}{h} \int_{-h/2}^{h/2} P_p(\xi,t)d\xi \right) \tag{9}
\]

where \( f \) is the friction coefficient of the gouge and \( h \) is the width of the shear-band. From the equation of momentum balance we obtain a linear distribution

for the velocity field corresponding to homogeneous straining:

\[
v = V \frac{z}{h/2} \tag{10}
\]

### 4 NUMERICAL EXAMPLES

#### 4.1 Thermal pressurization in faults at shallow depth

The first example presented here refers to Aigion fault (Cornet et al, 2004a,b). The experimental characterization program performed on fault zone cores extracted from Aigion fault at a depth of 760m has shown that the Aigion fault gouge is a clay-rock mixture (Sulem et al., 2004). The mineral composition of the clayey gouge exhibits a large content of quartz (74%), some hydrous minerals (chlorite, 2-3% and illite 8-12%) and also a small content of albite (8-13%) and hematite (2-3%). Although the clay fraction is relatively small, it has a significant influence on the thermo-mechanical properties of the material. The clayey core of the fault has a very low fluid permeability of about 10\(^{-19}\)m\(^2\) and exhibits contractant volumetric behavior when heated. This behavior is typical of normally consolidated clays (Hueckel and Pellegrini, 1991, Sultan et al. 2002.)

The sensitive parameter for the description of the thermo-poro-mechanical coupling is the thermal pressurization coefficient of the material. It was found that at a nominal effective stress corresponding to 760m deep conditions, this coefficient is about 0.1MPa/°C (Sulem et al. 2007).

Assuming that the density of the overburden is 2500 kg/m\(^3\), we estimate a total vertical stress of about 19MPa for a depth of 760m. The hydrostatic initial pore pressure is 7.6MPa and the temperature recorded from thermal logs at 760m is 28°C.

In order to demonstrate the importance of the shear band thickness, two computations assuming a thickness of 1mm and 0.5mm respectively have been performed. A constant slip velocity of 1m/s is imposed. The friction coefficient of the gouge material is taken equal to \( f = 0.5 \) (Sulem et al. 2004). In the first one, the liquefaction limit (\( P_p = \sigma_n \), i.e. full fluidization of the gouge), is reached after 0.13s of shearing (Fig. 3a). The corresponding temperature reached in the centre of the sheared is 142°C. In the second case for which the shear band thickness which is twice smaller (\( h = 0.5 \)mm), the computed results show that the temperature increase is much higher and that vaporization of the pore fluid occurs (Fig. 3b) before liquefaction. This state is reached at \( t = 1.4 \)s for which in the centre of the band \( P_p = 17 \)MPa and \( T = 356°C \). Note that fluid vaporization is possi-
ble only if it is assumed that the soil is not fully saturated.

We observe that at shallow depth, the pore fluid pressurization limits the temperature increase so that no mineral decomposition occurs.

![Figure 3. Aigion fault; Temperature and pore pressure vs time at the center of the band; slip velocity=1m/s (a) Shear band thickness=1mm, liquefaction occurs at t=0.13s ; (b) Shear band thickness=0.5mm, vaporization of the pore fluid is reached at 1.4s.](image)

4.2 Fault in carbonate rocks at mid-seismogenic depth

We consider here a fault at 7km depth in a carbonate rock with an initial hydrostatic pore pressure at 70MPa, a geostatic stress at 180MPa, an initial temperature at 210°C. The thermal expansion coefficient is \( \lambda_s = 2.4 \times 10^{-5} \text{°C}^{-1} \). For the pore volume compressibility, we account for the effect of effective stress change due to pore pressure rise. The expression of the pore volume compressibility is obtained from poro-elasticity theory and is given by Rice (2006) as:

\[
\beta_a = \frac{1}{n} (\beta_d - (1+n) \beta_s) 
\]

where \( \beta_s \) is the compressibility of the solid phase (1.25\( \times 10^{-5} \)MPa\(^{-1} \) for calcite) and \( \beta_d \) is the drained compressibility of the porous rock. We consider here the empirical expression for the effective stress dependent drained compressibility as proposed by Wiibberley and Shimamoto (2005) for the Median Tectonic line fault zone in Japan:

\[
\beta_d = 2.5 \times 10^{-4} \exp \left(-1.38 \times 10^{-2} (\sigma_n - P_p)\right),
\]

with \( \beta_d \) in MPa\(^{-1} \) and \( (\sigma_n - P_p) \) in MPa

The initial porosity of the rock is taken equal to 0.03. The density of the porous rock is taken equal to \( \rho = 2.6g/cm^3 \), the density of the solid phase (calcite) is \( \rho_s = 2.71g/cm^3 \), and the specific heat is \( \rho C = 2.7MPa/(°C) \). We assume a slip velocity of 1m/s. In the computations we account for the changes of the physical properties of the saturating fluid (here water) (Wagner and Pruss, 2002).

The decomposition of carbonate can induce substantial change in the porosity of the rock which affects the permeability. It is known that there is no unique relationship between porosity and permeability applicable to all porous media and that the geological evolution process of the pore space influence the permeability-porosity relationship. The empirical power law \( k_f \propto n^\alpha \) is commonly used for geomaterials. The exponent \( \alpha \) characterizes the porosity sensitivity of permeability and can take values ranging from 1 to 25 (David et al., 1994). The high values of \( \alpha \) correspond in general to rocks with a high porosity whereas for low porosity rocks law values of \( \alpha \) are obtained. The commonly used cubic Carman Kozeny permeability law is assumed here to take into account the effect of porosity change due to mineral decomposition on the permeability of the rock:

\[
k_f = k_{f0} \left( \frac{1-n_0}{1-n} \right)^2 \left( \frac{n}{n_0} \right)^3
\]

where \( k_{f0} \) is the reference permeability corresponding to the reference porosity \( n_0 \). The assumed permeability law has a strong effect on the numerical results and there is a need for experimental data on permeability changes resulting from the particular process of carbonate decomposition. According to Millsch et al. (2003), the fluid transport occurs as a local process on the grain scale and therefore it is expected that inside the slip zone, where intense grain comminution and production of very fine particles occur, the reaction induces strong changes of permeability.

The recent high velocity shear experiments on Carrara marble of Han et al. (2007) have shown that the friction coefficient decreases rapidly to values as
low as 0.06 due to the thermal decomposition of calcite induced by frictional heating. Here, we take \( f = 0.1 \).

We assume that the initial permeability of the intact medium is \( k_f_0 = 10^{-18} \text{ m}^2 \). The shear band thickness is taken equal to 5mm.

The computed results are presented in figure 4. The evolution in time of the temperature and the pore pressure in the centre of the band is plotted in figure 4a. Considering the constant slip velocity of 1 m/s, this graph can also be seen as the evolution of temperature and pore pressure with accumulated slip. The corresponding shear stress is plotted in figure 4b. These results show the coupling effect of heat which induces first a pore pressure increase. When the decomposition of the carbonate rock begins at about 700 °C, the temperature increase is drastically slowed due to the energy consumed in the endothermic chemical reaction.

Two competing effects act on the evolution of the pore pressure: on one hand the production of CO\(_2\) induces an additional fluid mass and thus a pressurization of the pore fluid; on the other hand the increase of porosity due to the solid decomposition induces an increase of the permeability of the medium which limits the pressurization. The pore pressure in the centre of the band exhibits a maximum of about 145MPa which does not exceed the total normal stress acting (180MPa) on the band which means that full liquefaction is not reached. As mentioned above, through the friction law the shear stress is related to the mean effective stress inside the band (figure 4b). Consequently, the shear stress decreases rapidly during initial pressurization and then increases again. Thus, the mineral decomposition of the rock can be seen as a mechanism of fault weakening in a first stage then fault re-strengthening in a second stage.

The accumulated mass per unit area of the fault plane of emitted CO\(_2\) is plotted in figure 5a. After one second, the temperature reaches a quasi constant state and the production rate is almost constant. These results show that the mass of emitted CO\(_2\) after 2s is about 0.018g/cm\(^2\). The corresponding rate of emitted CO\(_2\) is about 180t/s per km\(^2\) of fault zone. The corresponding solid mass change is shown through the evolution of the porosity in the centre of the shear band (Fig. 5b).
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The temperature field around the centre of the band is shown in figure 6 for \( t = 2s \), with the corresponding value of the porosity. These plots show that the temperature increase is localized in the central zone of the band. The porosity is affected only in zones where the temperature exceeds 700°C which for the considered computation corresponds to a width of about 4mm.

The effect of mineral decomposition is also shown in figure 7 where the results of the above computation are compared to the ones obtained without CO\(_2\) emission. In this latter case only thermal pressurization occurs. If no mineral decomposition occurs, the pore pressure increase is slower and for the considered parameters, the maximum pore pressure is about 120MPa and consequently the temperature increase is much stronger and melting of the rock can possibly occur (the melting temperature is about 1600°C for calcite).

5 CONCLUSION

In the last thirty years, the study of earthquake mechanisms has emphasized the major role of rock friction. Earthquakes appear to be the result of a frictional instability and occur by sudden slippage along a pre-existing fault. Therefore, the understanding of the nature of the friction on faults during the interseismic periods and during earthquakes is essential to assess the hazards of seismic rupture.

The presence of fluids greatly affects the frictional resistance of a fault. Pore fluid pressurization under shear heating is a mechanism of thermal softening. When thermal softening prevails against strain or strain rate hardening, dynamic plastic localization in the form of adiabatic shear banding is known to occur at high strain rates under quasi adiabatic conditions. The phenomenon of adiabatic shear banding is well known in metal plasticity for metal cutting and impact problems (e.g. Wright, 2002). The extreme thinness of the sheared zone revealed by field observations of mature faults suggest that it is the result of a plastic instability in the form of shear localization as shown by Rice (2005) because uniform undrained adiabatic shearing of a layer is actually unstable.
sure rise, porosity and permeability increase result in highly coupled and competing processes.

In this paper, the effect of carbonate decomposition is emphasized because carbonates are present in every fault zones from the ductile-brittle transition (~15 km) to the subsurface, and because, as revealed by field observations, there is evidence of CO2 release in several active crustal faults. A first essential result of the analysis is that the endothermic reaction of calcite decomposition limits the co-seismic temperature increase to less than ~800 °C (corresponding to the initiation of the chemical reaction) within a carbonate shear band under rapid slip. Decarbonation is only one of the possible thermal reactions of mineral decomposition. Phyllosilicates are common secondary minerals in faults and their reaction of thermal dehydration is also endothermic. Therefore, it is likely that the reaction-induced temperature limitation obtained in our model may apply qualitatively to most fault zones. In this case, mature faults with a long history of slip and a large cumulated displacement are likely more prone to reaction-induced temperature limitation than recent faults, because of their larger content in volatile-rich secondary minerals. In the recent study of Brantut et al. (2010), the authors show that the temperature rise in the slipping zone is stopped while the dehydration reaction progresses. This would provide another explanation to the notorious absence of positive heat flow anomaly on active crustal faults such as San Andreas (Lachenbruch and Sass 1980): a large part of the heat produced by friction would be consumed by endothermic reactions. Another consequence is that friction melting is hampered by endothermic calcite decomposition in carbonate fault rocks, and probably in other faults containing a sufficiently high proportion of volatile-rich secondary minerals. This is consistent with the relative scarcity of pseudotachylites in mature faults.

The second essential implication of the above analysis is that decarbonation is a source of CO2 that significantly increases the slip-weakening effect of thermal pressurization. The pore fluid pressure exhibits an initial phase of increase due to thermal pressurization, then a sudden acceleration of generated pore pressure when the solid decomposition is activated. However, the increase of permeability limits the pore pressure that reaches a maximum and then decreases. The numerical results reproduce this pore pressure pulse and the initial fault weakening followed by a re-strengthening of the shear stress.

Our model of thermal pressurization, taking into account these coupled processes, provides a robust framework for estimating the dynamic friction of faults and the energy balance of earthquakes.
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